Stone
It’s February in
Minnesota and
that means only
one thing… it’s
COLD! Have no
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Finishing Touches
Switch plates, also known as
light switch covers, were

of decorative accessories,
and have become one of the

fear though,

variety of styles and finishes.
These statement makers
come in a plethora of outlet
combinations, so no matter

Spring is right
around the corner. It’s a great
time
Single Toggle Switch Cover

to
get
Single GFI/Rocker Switch Cover

started on new
landscaping ideas.

once exclusively utilitarian
items. A piece of hardware
used to cover an electrical
hole in the wall. However,
in recent years, switch plates
have catapulted into a realm

the unbelievable
our decorative

Single Toggle Switch Cover

what kind of grouping you
have in your home we will
be able to find something to
fit. Choose from contemporary, traditional, fun, or subtle.

One Safe Year

Stop by and see
deals we have on

finishing touches that really
completes a room.
Having realized the design
impact that these once practical and strictly functional
items have on a room and a
home, manufacturers expanded the selections that
they offered. Switch plates
are now available in a large

Well, it has been one year since
Nob Hill introduced its collection

that not everybody’s needs are

requirements. With so many
options it can be confusing to

stone fountains,
garden pots, and
yard accessories.
Availability is limited so please
hurry!

of safes and we have had a tremendously positive response.
We realize the importance of our
clients’ desire to protect their
most valuable documents and
possessions. We also recognize

www.nobhillhardware.com

the same, and in turn are dedicated to providing you with a
safe that will fit your protection

determine exactly what you are
looking for. Please allow us to
help. Stop in or call and talk to
one of our educated associates
about your safe options.
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